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This invention relates to inhalation apparatus

for dispensing inhaled substances and in particular

S but not exclusively to dispensing of «ldna1

products in aerosol torn froa a pressurised

dispensing container.

It is known to provide a sensor in an

inhalation apparatus to datect inhalation by a user

10 in order to synchronise vith inhalation the release

into the inhaled air flow of a substance to be

inhaled. It is fox exanple inportant in the

administration of aerosol products for the relief of

asthma that the tlning of the dispensing operation

15 should be carefully controlled to ansure nnriwnrn

dspoaition of tha anbstanca In tha user's lungs.

It is known from V097/043S4 to provide an

alactrically operated dispensing means responsive to

a signal generated by a sensor- which is responsive to

20 the flow of air through a passageway. A hinged flap

cooperates vith a reed contact to nake alactrical

contact and generate an actuating signal for the

dispensing noons «

According to the present invention there is

29 disclosed inhalation apparatus for dispensing inhalod

substances eoaprlaing a housing defining a passageway

for labeled air, a disponelag means operable in

response to an electrical actuating- signal to
* dispense into the passageway a eubatanea to be

30 inhaled, and a sensor operable to produce, the

actuation signal in response to inhalation vheraia

the sensor cemprleeo a Bembrane of piezoelectric

material and support Beans supporting the membrane

relativa to the housing at e location such that the

35 Bembrane flexes in response to a change of air

pressure in the passageway to thareby ganerata tha
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An advantage of such apparatus is that it

provides a sensor of simple construction and which is

reletlvaly easy to assemble with the bousing. a

further advantage is that tha sensor generates en

actuation eignal by piezoelectric action which does

not require the sensor to be energised

Preferably the membrane comprises a flexible

polymeric piezoelectric material such as

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDP).

Ceavaaiently the support means conprisea e

support member cooperating with the housing to clamp

a clasped portion of the Bembrane in fixed

relationship vith the housing, the clamped portion

being peripheral to at least one unrtanprrt portion

which is flexible In response to pressure change in

tha passageway.

Preferably the membrane overlays a portion of a

side wall defining tha passagsvay.

Tha aaoher nay alternatively bo mounted on e

resilient diaphragm for flexure in *r****n with the

13

eide of the diaphragm is exposed to ambient air

pressure end the other side of the diaphragm is

exposed to air within the passageway.

Preferred' embodiments of the present invention

will now be described by way of example only and with

reference to tha accompanying drawings of which:-

Flgure 1 is e part sectioned elevation of en

inhalation apparatus i

Figure 2 is en exploded perspective view of the

epparatas of Figure 1;

Pigara 3 is a part sectioned elevation of an

alternative apparatus r and

figure a is e sectioned elevation of e

alternative apparatus.

Apparatus 1 of Figure l comprises e generally

tubular housing 2 receiving a cylindrical pressurised

dispensing container 3. The container 3 has an

electrically operated outlet valve 4 which is

operable to release a metered dose of a medicinal

5 in

the housing 2 consists of a main tabular

10 portion 4 which receives the eontainar 3 and a

mouthpiece 7 projecting laterally from the lover end

of the Bain tubular portion. the main tubular

portion 6 includes circumferentielly spaced ribs 0

which project inwardly so as to space the container 3

15 from the noosing 3 to allow air to flew around tha

container '3. An air passageway 9 is defined by the

housing 2 end extends from an open and 10 of the

housing, through the main tabular portion C and

through the mouthpiece 7 to an outlet 11.

30 Tha valve stam 5 is received in e noxxle

fitting 12 having a notale opening 13 arranged to

direct am eszusol spray from discharge through the

valve in a direction towards the outlet U.
A sensor 14 Is located in the mouthpiece 7 and

35 comprises a piezoelectric membrane is which is held

by e support member 14 so es to normally lie in

contact with am annular side wall portion 17 of the

Bouthpleee 7.

As shown more clearly in figure 3 the support

30 member is is generally tubular in shape and fits

snugly within the mouthpiece 7. The support member

16 is provided with cut-oats 14, 19 and 20 through

which cuxxespondlng onclempcd portions of tne

aembrane 15 are exposed, each exposed portion of the

39 aembrane being surrounded by an annular clamped

portion uhleb is overlaid by the support member 14
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and clanped la contact with the side vail portion 17.

The Beabrane 19 is a fila of PVDF

(polyvlnylidene fluoride) naterlal cpoa which are

forced sensor electrodes (not shewn) la known Banner

to previa* an electrical output signal responsive to

flexure of the filn.

An output lead 31 connecte the atabrane to the

valve 4 which includes suitable circuitry to actuate

the valve In response to an actuating signal.

In use a user Inhales air through the

Bouthpieee 7 resulting In a drop of sir pressors

within tho Bouthpieee. air flow* through the

housing 2 froa the open end 10 to the outlet 11.

Ths presenca of the container 3 In the sals tubular

portion 6 results In the passageway » being

constricted adjacent to the open end 10 which tends

to enhance the drop In pressure of the air within the

Mouthpiece 7.

In response to the drop of air pressure vlthin

the couthpiece 7 the nsshrane 15 flexes such that

exposed portions of the aeabrana 19 bow Into tha

cut-outs 10, 19 and 20 and this flexure of the

Beabrane results In an actuating signal being

generated by piezoelectric action in the Beabrane and

transnitted via output lead 21 to the valve 4.

The valve 4 is actuated by the actuating signal
and releases a neasured dose of Bodicanent into the

nettle fitting 12 from which it is dispensed as an

aerosol spray through the nestle opening 13 into the
nouthpiece 7 so as to be entrained In the air flow

and hence Inhaled by the user.

when the Inhalation ceases the nenbrano relaxes

to its rest position In which It lies In contact with
tha aide wall portion 17. Oaring this relaxation of
the Beabrane e signal of opposite polarity Is

generated by the Beabrane. tne circuitry of the

valve 4 is arranged to not respond to a signal of

this reverse polarity.

An alternative apparatus 30 Is shown in Figure

3 and Is described using corresponding reference

nuaarels to those of Figure 1 where appropriate for

The alternative apparatus 30 has a pressurised

dispensing container 3 having a conventional

aechanlcal valve 31 which is actuated by depression

10 of a valve stea 5 relative to the container. The

valve stea 5 is received In a fixed nossle fitting 12

and the container is coved towards and away froa the

nestle fitting by a solenoid operated plunger 32.

The plunger 32 is driven by an electrical actuator 33

19 which la connected to a sensor 14 which corresponds

to tho sensor 14 of tho apparatus of Figures 1 and

2. Sensor 14 is similarly located in a nouthpiece 7

of housing 2.

In use a user Inhales air through the

20 Bouthpieee 7 and air Is drawn through e passageway 9

defined by bousing 2. Air pressure within the

is decreased by the inhalation so that the

IS flexes so as to bow Into the cut-outs 18,

19, and 20 of the support Beaber 16. An actuating

29 signal is transnitted to the actuator 33 resulting in

the plunger 32 being aoved by solenoid action so as

to translate the container 3 towards the nestle

fitting 12. The valve 31 operates' to release a

Bodiclnal product through the stea 9 which is

30 etaaised end injected into the air flow by the noxtla

opening 13.

A further alternative apparatus 40 is shown in

Figure 4 and will be described using corresponding

reference nnnerala to these of previous Figures where

35 appropriate for corresponding eleaents*

Apparatus 40 ha* a housing 41 with a aoutbpit
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testing via a tubular duct 43 with an Inlet

43 arranged such that the Inlet opening and

tea 7 are at opposite ends of the tubular duct.

The housing 41 Includes a side era 44 defining

a second duct 43 coanunleating with the first duet 42

at a T-junction 4S.

The side era 44 has an outer end 47 at which is

located a piasoelectrlc ateaiser 49 of a type in

which ligold froa a liquid reservoir 49 Is «Hnp»Tifr»fl

through a perforate nenbrano 90 In response to high

frequency vibration of the aenbrane 90 by a

piezoelectric elsaant 51.

A aide port 92 is formed in the side an 44

interoediate the T-junction 46 and the atoalser 46

and the aide pert Is closed by an elastoaarie

diaphraga 93. A pleaeoelectrlc Beabrane 94 of pvdf

BBteriel is banded to the dlaphragn S3 so as to flex

In unison with the diaphraga. The Beabrane 94 Is

provided with suitable electrodes (not shown) for

sensing plaxoelectrlcally induced voltages resulting

froa flexure of the nenhrane and which are connected

to an electronic control unit 99 which is operable to

actuate the atoalser 46. The — «> 54 and

diaphraga S3 constitute a sensor 56 which Is

responsive to pressure change In the second duct 49.

The inlet opening 43 Is defined by an annular

faraation 57 which provides a constriction to the

flow of air through the duct 42.

In use a user Inhales air through the

aouthpleee 7 and an air flow la established through

the duct 42 froa the restricted Inlet opening 42. A
pressure drop established vlthin tha duct 42 la

comml ratM to the second duct 49 resulting In

Inward flexure of the diaphraga 93 and with it the

Beabrane 94. The sensor 96 produces by

piezoelectric action an actuating signal transnitted
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to the control unit 35 resulting in the atoalser 48

being actuated. A aist of liquid is dispensed froa

the reservoir 49 through the perforate Beabrane so

into the second duct 45 and is drawn into the duct 42

froa whence It is Inhaled through the aouthpleee 7.

On completion of Inhalation the pressure within

the ducts 42 and 43 Is restored to atmospheric

pressure end ths diaphraga 53 relaxes to Its rest

position. During this relaxation a signal of

opposite polarity Is generated fey the sensor 56.

The control unit 55 is arranged not to respond to

reverse polarity signals.
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1. Inhalation apparatus far dispensing

inhaled eabatanma eoaprislng a boosing dsfialng a

passageway for Inhaled air* a dispensing Deans

operable In response to an electrical actuating

signal to dispense into the passageway a substance to

be inhaled, and a sensor operable to produce the

actuation signal in response to inhalation wherein

the sensor eaaprises a ooabrens of pletoelectric

oaterial and support nouns supporting the Desbrano

relative to the houalng at a location such that the

aaabrans flaxes is response to a change of air

pressor* in tba passageway to thereby generate the

actuation signal.

ao

2. inhalation apparatus as claimed in dais 1

wherein the asahrane eaaprises a polymeric

piezoelectric oaterial.

im Inhalation apparatus as claimed in clalB a

wherein the pletoelectric aaterlal Is polyvinylidans

fluoride.

39 4. inhalation apparatus as clalned in any

preceding claia wherein the support Beans eaaprises a

support asaber cooperating with the housing to clasp

a clasped portion of the nenhrane in fixed

relationship with the housing, the portion

30 being peripheral to at least one portion

which is flexible in response to pressure change in

the passageway.

s.

33 wherein the

wall defining the

overlays e portion

olalned in claia 4

of a side

6. Inhalation apparatus as clained in any of

dales 1 to 4 wherein the asaber is counted on e

resilient dlaphraga far flexure in unison with thm

dlaparage, the diaphrsga being located such that one

side of tha diaphrsga is exposed to anbient air

and the other side of the dlaphraga la

to air within the passageway.

10 7. Inhalation apparatus substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference tc

in any of the acccapanying drawings.
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